In this work, we summarize and critique the paper "Understanding SAT is in P" by Alejandro Sánchez Guinea [SG15]. The paper claims to present a polynomial-time solution for the NP-complete language 3-SAT. We show that Guinea's algorithm is flawed and does not prove 3-SAT is in P.
Introduction
The problem of finding a satisfying assignment to a boolean formula, referred to as SAT, has strong historical significance in computer science. It was the first natural problem proven to be NP-complete [Coo71] and remains an area of active theoretical and practical interest.
Alejandro Sànchez Guinea's paper "Understanding SAT is in P" 1 claims to provide a polynomial time algorithm for 3-SAT [SG15] , a restricted version of SAT. Like SAT, 3-SAT is NP-complete [Kar72] .
If correct, Guinea's paper would resolve the P-versus-NP problem by showing that P = NP. However, we show in Section 3 that the algorithm is based on multiple erroneous assumptions and admits counterexamples.
We begin with some definitions. A literal is either a boolean variable x or a negated variable ¬x. A clause is an expression of literals connected by ∨ (logical or) operators. We say a clause is satisfied if it evaluates to true. For example, one satisfying assignment of (x ∨ ¬y ∨ z) is x = True, y = True, and z = False. The 3-SAT problem is defined as follows: Given a collection of variables and clauses where each clause contains exactly three literals, determine whether there exists an assignment of the variables that satisfies every clause. Distinct clauses may share variables.
Guinea defines 3-SAT in a somewhat nonstandard fashion by disallowing any clause that contains the same variable twice. This is not an issue, as standard 3-SAT can be reduced in polynomial time to Guinea's form (see Appendix) .
Given an instance of 3-SAT, Guinea defines an understandingũ as a function from the set of literals to the set {t, f, ǫ}. For any literal λ, we say that λ is "true" underũ ifũ(λ) = t, is "false" ifũ(λ) = f , and is "free" otherwise. The definition as Guinea presents it does not enforce consistency between literals and their negations. For example, both x and ¬x may be true underũ.
When evaluating a 3-SAT expression with respect to an understandingũ, we consider a clause to be satisfied if any of its literals are true underũ. Note that if an understanding satisfies the clauses of an expression, this does not mean that there exists a satisfying assignment in the traditional sense. We call two understandings equivalent if they satisfy the same set of clauses.
Let ϕ be a clause, and for a literal λ in ϕ define the concept of λ in ϕ as the multiset {ũ(l 1 ),ũ(l 2 )} where l 1 , l 2 are the two literals in ϕ which are not λ. A literal λ has no concept in ϕ if λ / ∈ ϕ. Although it is never explicitly stated, Guinea assumes that the literals and the clause associated with a concept are implicitly stored and can be recovered. We say that a concept C is of type C * if it contains the true symbol t, and of type C + otherwise. Intuitively, if a concept with respect to λ is of type C * then λ can be set to free, as some other literal already satisfies its associated clause. If it is of type C + then λ must evaluate to true in order to satisfy the clause (assuming no other values change).
For any set of clauses φ and literal λ, define C[λ] as the set of concepts C such that C is the concept of λ in ϕ for some ϕ ∈ φ. Define C[λ] − as the set of concepts of type
− is the set of concepts associated to clauses which would be unsatisfied if λ were true. A set of concepts is of type C * if all of the concepts in it are of type C * , and a set of concepts is of type C + if at least one of the concepts within it are of type C + .
An understanding is called defined if it satisfies the following property:
The case where C[λ] is of type C + and C[λ] − is not empty is purposefully omitted. In this caseũ is considered undefined. If an understanding is defined with respect to some set of clauses then λ and ¬λ will not have conflicting assignments. In particular,ũ(λ) = t implies u(¬λ) = f , andũ(λ) = ǫ impliesũ(¬λ) = ǫ. A set of clauses φ is satisfiable if and only if there is some understanding defined with respect to φ. Guinea's algorithm claims to produce a defined understanding for the clauses of an instance of 3-SAT if and only if the instance is satisfiable.
Observe that although the existence of a satisfying assignment implies the existence of a defined understanding, this understanding will not necessarily assign to each literal the value given by the satisfying assignment. In a defined understanding, a literal λ maps to t only if there is a clause in which λ is the only literal assigned to true. Furthermore, λ can only be assigned to f if there is a clause in which ¬λ would be the only literal assigned to true. In any other case, λ must be free. For example, with respect to the 3-SAT instance consisting of the single clause (x ∨ y ∨ z), the understanding that assigns each of x, y, and z to t is not defined, whereas the understanding that assigns x to t and both y and z to ǫ is considered defined.
Algorithms
Guinea's descriptions of his algorithms are often difficult to read and occasionally ambiguous. We have written in this section a more precise exposition of each of the algorithms presented in the paper.
Guinea presents three algorithms: Algorithm G, Algorithm D, and Algorithm U. Algorithm U is claimed to ultimately solve 3-SAT in polynomial time. He also defines an operation Computeũ , which is used in all three algorithms. We will describe Computeũ first.
Computeũ
The exact description of Computeũ in the paper is as follows:
" Computeũ = Computeũ for each literal λ and its negation for which the type C[λ] has changed, until there is no change of type on any subset of concepts of C" [SG15] .
We found this description ambiguous. Because Guinea calls Computeũ an operation rather than an algorithm, we believe he means that we can insert its description anywhere he writes " Computeũ " and interpret the description in a way that makes sense in context. This would imply that for each Computeũ call, the first literals acted on are those for which the type of C[λ] has changed in the operations directly preceding the call. Thus we can consider Computeũ as a function taking in some set of literals whose values underũ we would like to modify.
Furthermore, it is unclear what it means to "Computeũ for a literal λ." We have taken this phrase to be equivalent to the procedure Recalculate(ũ, C, λ) defined below, wherẽ u is an understanding, C is a set of concepts, and λ is a literal. return UNDEFINED 10: end procedure
We can now define our interpretation of Computeũ . We have defined it as a function that takes as arguments an understandingũ, a set of concepts C, and an initial set S of literals to be recomputed.
while S is not empty do
3:
Take any λ ∈ S and remove λ from For any concept C in C containing λ, update C usingũ
for all literals λ ′ for which the type of C[λ ′ ] changed in line 8 do
10:
Add λ ′ to S ⊲ C changed, so there may be literals whose concepts changed return (ũ, C) 14: end procedure Computeũ , while ambiguously defined, is not the basis of our refutation. Under any reasonable interpretation of Computeũ , our counterexamples remain valid.
Algorithm G
Algorithm G takes as arguments a set of clauses φ, an understandingũ, a set of concepts C defined with respect toũ, and a literal λ that is free underũ. Let φ λ ⊆ φ be the clauses in which λ or ¬λ appears. Guinea claims the algorithm will return "True" if and only if there is an understandingũ λ defined with respect to φ λ such thatũ λ (λ) = t. Guinea does not specify how exactly to assignũ(l 1 ) andũ(l 2 ) in line 6, meaning the algorithm is ill-defined. Due to Algorithm G's heavy reliance on Computeũ , rather than analyzing this algorithm our refutation will assume its validity. Let l 1 and l 2 be the literals in C Set bothũ(l 1 ) andũ(l 2 ) to either ǫ or f
7:
Let S be the literals λ such that C[λ] changed type in the previous step return False ⊲ The algorithm terminates unsuccessfully 14: end procedure
Algorithm D
Algorithm D claims to do the following: Given an understandingũ, a set of concepts C, and a literal λ that is false underũ, construct a defined understandingũ ′ equivalent toũ such that λ is free underũ ′ , or report that no suchũ ′ exists. Guinea refers to a set H without explicitly specifying its purpose, saying only H is "considered empty, if not given" [SG15] . To properly call Algorithm D recursively, we modify the definition to be dependent on H by adding the condition thatũ ′ (λ) =ũ(λ) if λ ∈ H.
while there is a concept in C[λ] − not already considered do
3:
Take any C ∈ C[λ] − not already considered
4:
Let Q be the set of literals l in C such that l / ∈ H
5:
while Q is not empty do
6:
Take any l ∈ Q and remove l from Q 7:
ifũ(l) = f then 9:
if (ũ ′ , C ′ ) = FAIL then return (ũ, C) 29: end procedure 2.4 Algorithm U Algorithm U takes a 3-SAT problem instance Φ as its only argument. Guinea claims the algorithm will produce an understandingũ defined with respect to the clauses of Φ, or report that none exist.
Letũ be an understanding assigning every literal in Φ to ǫ
3:
Let φ be ∅
4:
Let C be ∅
5:
while there is some clause in Φ not in φ do
6:
Let ϕ be a clause in Φ but not φ
7:
if all literals λ ∈ ϕ are false underũ then 8:
for all literals λ ∈ ϕ do 9:
Setũ :=ũ ′
12:
Set C := C ′ for all literals λ in ϕ (first taking literals that are not false underũ) do
19:
Add the concept of λ in ϕ to C
20:
Let S be the set of literals l such that C[l] changed type in the previous step
21:
(ũ, C) := Compute(ũ, C, S)
22:
Add ϕ to φ 
Refutation of Algorithm D
A major error in Algorithm D stems from the fact that concepts removed from C[λ] − throughout the execution of the algorithm can be readded. Because Guinea states that we only consider each concept at most once, some concept that is first removed from C[λ] − and then later added to C[λ] − will not be processed a second time. We can use this fact to construct a case in which the algorithm terminates successfully, even though there is no defined understanding in which λ is free.
Consider the following instance of 3-SAT:
and some initial defined understandingũ which satisfiesũ(x) = f ,ũ(a) = t, andũ(y) = t. An example is the understandingũ defined by the following assignments:
Calling Algorithm D(ũ, C, x, ∅) should return an understanding under which x is free or report that one does not exist. The literal a is forced true by the first four clauses, and therefore either y ∨ ¬a or ¬y ∨ ¬a is false. By the fifth and sixth clauses ¬x must be true and x must be false. Thus no understanding defined with respect to these clauses can assign x to ǫ, and the algorithm should terminate unsuccessfully.
We will simulate a run of Algorithm D(ũ, C, x, ∅). On line 2, the algorithm takes a concept in C[x] − . The only such concept is the concept of ¬x in (¬x ∨ ¬y ∨ ¬a). Next, on line 6, we choose any literal in this concept. Suppose we choose ¬y. Assuming Algorithm D is correct, our recursive call Algorithm D(ũ, C, ¬y, {x}) will find that there does exist an understandingũ ′ in which x is not changed and ¬y evaluates to free. An example is the understandingũ ′ defined by the following assignments:
Assuming Algorithm G is correct, it will likewise report that there exists an understanding u ′ with respect to the clauses containing y or ¬y in which ¬y is true, for example the understandingũ ′ defined by the following assignments:
At this point, the Algorithm D will setũ to the understanding returned from the recursive call to itself on line 9, and then setũ(y) = f on line 20. The Compute call on line 22 will not have any effect, sinceũ will be defined. When we began, we required only that u(x) = f ,ũ(a) = t, andũ(y) = t. At this pointũ(x) is still equal to f sinceũ(x) was guaranteed not to change by the recursive call. Similarly,ũ(a) is still equal to t since it must be true in any defined understanding. However,ũ(¬y) is now equal to t. Note that the 3-SAT formula given stays the same if we swap ¬y and y. Now, (¬x ∨ y ∨ ¬a) is the only clause in C[x] − . By the exact argument given above, after running one more iteration of the while loop starting on line 2, we will reach a state satisfying our initial conditions that u(x) = f ,ũ(a) = t, andũ(y) = t. The only clause in C[x] − has already been considered, and so the algorithm halts and returns successfully on line 28.
We have already shown that there is no defined understanding in which x is free, so Algorithm D returns an incorrect result. If we try to fix this issue by allowing the same clause to be processed multiple times, this example also shows that Algorithm D can return to a previous state and run forever.
Refutation of Algorithm U
Even if Algorithm D were correct, Algorithm U could still fail.
Algorithm U maintains a set of satisfied clauses φ. The algorithm will choose some clause ϕ not in φ and attempt to satisfy ϕ while keeping all clauses in φ satisfied. The algorithm will then add ϕ to φ, and continue this process until φ contains all clauses in Φ or we fail in satisfying some clause.
The algorithm may fail when ϕ has every literal assigned false. Guinea claims that if there is a defined understanding that satisfies all clauses in Φ, then "The call to Algorithm D . . . defines successfully an understanding with respect to φ under which one literal λ in φ is free" [SG15] .
We believe the second φ in this quote is intended to be ϕ, as this is what Algorithm D claims to return in this context. However, Guinea's assumption is incorrect.
Consider the following instance of 3-SAT :
Depending on the order that the algorithm chooses clauses in line 6 and literals in line 8, it is possible that the program reaches a state in which
In this case, the condition on line 7 will hold true because all literals in ϕ are false underũ. There is no satisfying assignment for the clauses in φ in which any of x, y or z is free. To see this let x be free. Then to satisfy all clauses we need to satisfy (a ∨ b) ∧ (¬a ∨ b) ∧ (a ∨ ¬b) ∧ (¬a ∨ ¬b), but this is impossible. It is clear that analogous statements hold for y and z. Thus Algorithm D will always return FAIL in line 9 of Algorithm U (assuming correctness of Algorithm D), so Algorithm U will return FAIL in line 16. However, the 3-SAT instance given is satisfiable via the assignment: 
Conclusion
We have given counterexamples for both Algorithm D and Algorithm U, even assuming all methods they call work as described by Guinea. These two algorithms are fundamental flaws in Guinea's approach to solving 3-SAT in polynomial time. Guinea has not shown that 3-SAT is in P and has not resolved P-versus-NP.
A Appendix. Reduction from 3-SAT to 3-SAT with No Duplicate Variables in Any Clause
Given an instance of Φ 3-SAT, we would like to reduce it in polynomial time to some other instance Φ' that is satisifiable if and only if Φ is satisfiable, where no clause in Φ' contains the same variable twice. Take any clause ϕ in Φ that contains a duplicate variable x. If both x and ¬x are in ϕ, then we remove ϕ from the collection of clauses completely as it is trivially always satisfied. Otherwise, we may replace a duplicate x or ¬x with some variable that always evaluates to false, and this will not affect satisfiability under any assignment. Take any symbols a, b, c not already appearing in any clause and add the clauses (a ∨ b ∨ c), (a ∨ b ∨ ¬c), (a ∨ ¬b ∨ c), and (a ∨ ¬b ∨ ¬c). Then replace the duplicate literal with ¬a. No matter what the values of b and c are, in one of our four new clauses a will be surrounded by two literals evaluating to false, so a must always evaluate to true. Thus by replacing the duplicate literal with ¬a, we are not affecting the satisfiability of our formula but we are strictly reducing the number of duplicate variables. Repeating this process until no duplicate variables remain yields our formula Φ'.
